
Facts and communication package

A summary of the project



INSITE - fact and communication package

This presentation is an overall and concise presentation of the INSITE project. The aim of the 

presentation is to give a clear presentation of the project's purpose, as well as to tell about a 

selection of the project activities that have been carried out and the results and experiences 

related to these. Some of the stories are presented as small articles to be read without the need 

for additional explanations. The various project partners have carried out many activities and 

achieved results that are not described here.

In the project, some research has been carried out which has led to various publications. 

These are not described in this document.

All project partners can use the content of this presentation to tell about the project.

If you have any questions, please contact project manager 

Ingeborg Tveit Paulsrud (inFuture)

ingeborg.tveit.paulsrud@infuture.no
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About the project - goals and mandate

INSITE is an innovation project supported by the Research Council.

The project will contribute to increased profitability through data-driven development and operation

A project in the Research Council's BIA program Overall goal and mandate

User-controlled invasion arena (BIA)…

INSITE will contribute to triggering new growth and value creation through data-driven 

development and operation in the experience industry

… Shall promote increased value creation in Norwegian 

business and industry through support for 

research-based innovation

… Is one of the largest 

programs for

Research Council INSITE will create computerized insight 

into what triggers good experiences

INSITE will contribute to creating better 

customer experiences

… Finances R&D projects

based on

companies' own strategies

… Consists of projects involving companies 

and research environments

collaborate on the results

Movement

data

Heterogeneous

data

Exploratory

analysis

Visualization
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About the project - goals and mandate

The INSITE project's main areas of work

1. Motion data 2. Heterogeneous data Exploratory analysis 4. Visualization

1. Movement data in the experience industry Exploratory analysis

Correct decisions

▪ Decision support in the industry is mainly limited to experience-based management, 

simple analysis of transaction data and surveys.

▪ INSITE must map actual behavior

Uncover connections without first having to have the hypotheses

▪ Data-based decision support is traditionally done by formulating the hypotheses in advance and the data provide 

answers as to whether the hypothesis is correct.

▪ INSITE will make it possible to uncover connections between data without knowing the hypotheses in 

advance

2. Heterogeneous data using low-threshold technology 4. Visualization as decision support

Take advantage of the growth in available data sources also for the little ones

▪ Motion data can be linked with i.a. weather data, transaction data, online objects (Internet of 

Things)

▪ INSITE will make it possible for companies with lower investment capacity to be able to connect different 

data sources

Develop effective visualization methods

▪ Experience-based management and decisions based on gut feeling are very common. Data-based 

development and operation depend on a pedagogical presentation of the analyzes in order for them to 

be applied

▪ INSITE will develop visualization forms that provide real insight and trigger 

business-critical decisions



Or even shorter explained… How we 

have worked in INSITE
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About the project - Background

The starting point for INSITE was a pilot project in 2015 that tested the use of beacons in the 

Zoo

Start-up pilot project The pilot project Application for

research project

Establishment of

research project

Beacons were tested as a platform to:

▪ Give guests tips that can make their 

experience better

▪ Collect data on guest satisfaction

▪ Collect data on how guests use the park

Based on experiences from the 

pilot project, applied

The zoo and inFuture

m.fl. on support from

The Research Council of the BIA

the INSITE project.

The application was granted.

Purpose:

Validate beacons as

platform for more

data-driven operation and development 

of the Zoo

Result: A success!

▪ Good interaction between beacons and app

▪ More than 2 out of 3 alerts opened and read

▪ Only 1% signed up for the alert service

April 2015

summer 2015

October 2015

January 2016
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The project partners in INSITE

Lindesnes lighthouse
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About the project partners

Briefly about the project partners in INSITE - the companies on the project board

Dyreparken Utvikling AS inFuture AS fluxLoop

Kristiansand Oslo

Oslo

Project manager Project Manager

Technology supplier

Experience destination with

zoo, children's culture park and

amusement park with

accommodation and water park

Analysis and consulting

companies within i.a.

innovation and concept

development

Provider of services based on location 

data about users

NSB Reiseliv USUS AS Scientists
Oslo Kristiansand

Norce (formerly Agder Research)

Kristiansand

A business area in the NSB Group 

that develops

destinations and offers

travel packages in collaboration with 

local tourism actors

Business cluster and facilitates a 

competence, innovation and

network arena for tourism,

cultural and experiential

the industry in Agder

University of Agder

Agder

Center for Service Research

Karlstad
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About the project partners

Briefly about the project partners in INSITE - the USUS companies

Agder Taxi The small hotel

Rosfjord beach hotel

Taxi company with headquarters in 

Kristiansand and approx. 120 cars

A hotel with 17 suites in

buildings from 1863 and a listed house 

from 1750 located in the center of Risør

A 4th generation family business

founded in 1934 located by the sea in 

Lyngdal

color line Lindesnes lighthouse

SVAI Group (Home)

Norwegian ferry company which i.a. operates 

passenger and car ferries from Kristiansand to 

Hirtsals

(Denmark)

Norway's oldest lighthouse,

founded in 1656 and located at the 

southern tip of Norway

Café and roadside inn at three locations in 

Agder and Telemark as

serves traditional

home cooking along the road

Lindesnes lighthouse

Hovden alpine center Mineral parks

Sørlandsbadet

Sørlandet's largest alpine center in the ski village 

Hovden which is located at the top of Setesdalen

An activity park built around a mineral 

exhibition described as Europe's most 

beautiful in the mountains in Hornnes

A holiday center and water park 

located by the Rosfjord in Lyngdal
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About the project - organization chart

The zoo is the project manager and inFuture is the project manager. The project board consists of one 

representative from resp. NSB Reiseliv, USUS, fluxLoop and Norce as well.

Organization chart

The project board (one representative per actor)

Dyreparken Utvikling AS

Project manager

Norwegian Research Center AS

Research responsible

inFuture AS

Project Manager

fluxLoop AS

Technology supplier

USUS AS

Project partner

Project partner

research partners Other project partners in USUS

Lindesnes lighthouse
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> 31 000
project hours 5 prices

17 partner companies

> 10 research publications

155 has worked with

the project

1096 days

in numbers

> 130 GB

> 985 > 90 000 generated data

unique guests registered

of beacons in 2018

deployed

beacons

> ISK 34 million in

project costs *

*) Includes all own effort (hourly use) that all project partners have spent on the project
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Publicity

INSITE has received a lot of attention during the project period

Some examples…

Lecture on INSITE

16



Prices

INSITE's partner companies have received several awards for the project activities

2017 GOLD - This year's innovative product developer

Digital creativity, communication and marketing (by inma *)

2017 GOLD - This year's digital customer journey
2017 GOLD - Best use of data

«From luck to bearing - location data in Dyrepark»

- the tourism «Oscar award»

For innovation work in the Zoo which was continued in INSITE, with 

i.a. measurement of guest flows2016 BRONZE - Mobile

Beacons in the Zoo

2018 GOLD - Single channel

"Captain Sabertooth and Climbing Mouse Reach New Digital 

Heights"

Performance Marketing (by inma *)

For use of location data in retargeting on Facebook

*) inma - the interest organization for digital marketing and communication
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Stories and results from INSITE

Overall examples of what we have achieved from the goals for INSITE?

1. Motion data 2. Heterogeneous data Exploratory analysis 4. Visualization

1. Movement data in the experience industry Exploratory analysis

▪ All INSITE partners had beacons installed to capture motion data at their location (s). In 

addition, geofence data were tested as a supplement to the beacon data

▪ Based on structured and modeled movement data, movement reports have been created 

adapted to the various partners that show the actual movements and behavior of the guests.

▪ In INSITE, a number of exploratory analyzes have been performed, e.g. movement 

data has been analyzed to find connections in guest movements

▪ The zoo's segmentation analysis and prediction model are examples of analyzes where 

different sources have been linked to find a connection.

2. Heterogeneous data using low-threshold technology 4. Visualization as decision support

▪ INSITE has set up a Microsoft Azure platform for collecting data from various sources and 

structuring this data

▪ The main source of data has been the continuous supply of motion data from Pinch

▪ Everyone in the project has had access to the platform

▪ For example. data from the guest survey have been linked to movement data in 

the Zoo's segmentation analysis

▪ In INSITE, mainly Microsoft Power BI has been used to create and analyze and visualize 

these

▪ Power BI is a tool that relatively easily creates clear dashboards based on large amounts of 

structured data

▪ Several of the INSITE partners have used insights from the visualizations to make decisions about 

changes in operations.



Stories and results from INSITE

How do Beacons work? And how is the data from the Beacons collected?

Beacons Beacons Pinch INSITE

Bluetooth

4g / Wifi

▪ Sends out some IDs that cell phones 

can detect

▪ Signal frequency and strength

adjusted manually

▪ Signal is sent

via bluetooth

(Mobile must have

bluetooth

activated to

receive signal)

▪ Signal is registered in mobile via business 

app

Anonymous motion data become

also registered if the user has given 

approval via another app in fluxLoop-

the universe (such as «My Telenor» and 

«Visit Norway»)

▪

▪ Data is sent

on from Mobile

to its fluxLoop

platform via

3 / 4G or Wifi

If coverage

missing, happening

no

registration

▪

▪ The data is collected on

fluxLoop's platform

Pinch

▪ Data transfer

between

the platforms

happens in real time

▪ Beacondata

processed and

integrate with others

sources (eg sales data)

by inFuture

- Multiple signals per second standard

- Strength up to 50-70m

▪ Battery life ~ 1-3 years
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Stories and results from INSITE

In INSITE, customer travel models have been developed based on movement data that have provided insight 

and been used as a basis for decision-making.

Analysis of guest movements

From location data (raw data) to customer travel models

fluxLoop has through i.a. placement of beacons at the INSITE partners' locations collected movement data for the project. The motion 

data has been sent to INSITE's own cloud platform (Azure) for further structuring and processing of inFuture.

In order to be able to analyze and find out more than how many guests have been registered for a location at any one time, inFuture together with the 

INSITE partners have developed customer travel models. The models have linked location data per guest visit to customer journeys, which describes e.g. 

how long the customer journeys last, which areas are visited in a customer journey and how many customer journeys a given guest has.

Adaptation of customer journeys to the individual player

The INSITE partners have different types of businesses and the customer journey models have therefore been adapted to the various 

players. For example, it is appropriate for Dyreparken to analyze activity per visiting day, while Hovden is more interested in including all 

the days a guest has been connected in the area in one customer trip.

There has therefore been a need to define different conditions for the various players on which criteria should define what distinguishes 

continuous customer journeys (per guest) from each other.

Visualization and dashboards for decision support

Based on the customer journey models, visualizations have been made, primarily in the Power BI tool, to make the information about the customer 

journeys available. In this visualization field, it is easy to filter by time, so you can analyze the motion data in the desired time period.

Based on the insight into visualizations of motion data that describes i.a. physical shopping area, length of stay in locations and areas that 

are little used, the INSITE partners have made changes in e.g. opening hours, planning of new activities and the offer to guests and 

customers.

Examples of INSITE dashboards with motion data
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Stories and results from INSITE

Using beacons for digital communication with guests and customers has given good results - but 

requires that you have an app to communicate with

Use of beacons for communication with guests and customers in the Zoo

Good results and experiences

In INSITE, the concept for using beacons to provide and collect information from guests and customers during 

the customer journey has been tested and further developed.

In Dyreparken, guests who have downloaded the Dyreparken app and accepted have received

▪ relevant information (eg about Hakkebakkeskogen Filmstudio)

▪ promotional offers (eg free games on the wheel of fortune)

▪ opportunity to roll the dice on various attractions and experiences

Beacon registration has determined the type of information, promotional offers and dice roll requests the 

various guests have received in the app. This makes the information customized and relevant to the 

guests.

The zoo has had very good experiences with digital communication with guests through 

the app based on beacon registrations

150,000 sent messages in 2018 (+ 

30% from 2017)

30% response rate

roll the dice in 2017 and 2018

20,000 unique recipients in 2018 

(+ 30% from 2017)

72% of all guests experience customized 

information such as

enriching

What does it take to succeed?

Own app Clarify the benefits

There must be good incentives for the guest 

to download the app (eg benefits, useful 

information)

The benefits of downloading the app and agreeing 

to receive alerts must

clarified above the guests.

For location-based communication with the guests, the 

company must have access to an app that the guests 

use (eg own app).

This makes this type of communication less 

relevant for smaller players and companies in 

which guests spend less time (less likely that they 

will download their own app for one purpose).
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Stories and results from INSITE

How to get visitors to accept location data / mobile notification?

During the INSITE period, Dyreparken has experienced a change in why guests will not give the Dyreparken app access to their position

Visualization of approval in the app

To be registered on beacons located around the Zoo, a guest must download the Zoo app 

on their mobile phone and through it give the Zoo access to location data. In order to get a 

data base of location data that represents the park's guests, it is necessary that as many 

guests as possible download the app and accept location data.

Users are increasingly concerned about the consequences of sharing privacy-sensitive data. Security 

as well as perceived relevance and usefulness become more important in order to be able to collect 

data and feedback from users.

The zoo integrated the decision to share data immediately after loading the app in the 

form of a forced pop-up with a short and informative text. Furthermore, an active demand 

for activation of bluetooth was introduced until this was decided.

During the project period, Dyreparken has experienced good download figures for the app and 

increased use of bluetooth. Attention to privacy in connection with the introduction of GDPR summer 

2018 may seem to have influenced the guests and their arguments as to why they do not want to 

give the app access to position. 1)

Use of app and permission for location data 1)

Why not?

2016 2017 2018

Have you given

The Zoo app

access to your

position?

By privacy-

consideration

The benefits do not

clear enough

29

23

Have you downloaded the 

Dyreparken app?

Do you have bluetooth on 

your phone now?

51

56

52

31

75 74

77 74 73

59 62

2

51

55

41 37

43

46

Battery capacity

15

25

25

23

13 20 19

13

14

Other

3

1) From Agderforsknings (now Norce)'s survey in 2018

Yes no Yes no Yes no
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Stories and results from INSITE

The introduction of the GDPR in the summer of 2018 increased the attention to privacy of 

both the project partners and their guests and customers

Introduction of GDPR in the summer of 2018 and increased focus on privacy

A large part of the INSITE activities throughout the project was to collect location data from guests and customers at the 

project partners. Privacy in connection with the collection of location data was handled throughout the project, but with the 

introduction of the GDPR in the summer of 2018, there was an increased focus in society on privacy and the companies were 

given new regulations to comply with.

Among other things, this led to the following activities being carried out by the project partners who collected 

data through their applications / services:

Ensuring that the collection of location data was in accordance with new regulations

Ensuring that the information to guests and customers in giving consent to share location data was clear and in 

accordance with rules

Careful review of the value chain for the data collected to ensure that personal data does not go 

astray and that the movement data used in the research and analyzes are personal anonymised 

data

Due to the increased attention to privacy in society, for example, Dyreparken experienced that several guests stated "privacy" as 

the reason why they did not want to share location data. For NSB Reiseliv, the introduction of the GDPR entailed, among other 

things, to delay in the project activities as a result of extra internal rounds with lawyers to ensure that the project experiments were 

in accordance with the rugalatives. At the same time, the project participants from especially these two project partners, as well as 

fluxLoop as a technology supplier, learned a lot about privacy and GDPR during the project period. Different companies have 

different reputation considerations to take and have different risk profiles associated with this. Especially for NSB, it has been 

important not to do anything that could create doubt as to whether privacy is taken care of for its customers, even if it is in 

accordance with all rules and regulations.

▪

▪

▪
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Stories and results from INSITE

Several of the INSITE partners have i.a. with assistance from USUS tested use of chatbot - low-threshold 

digital communication and digital insight into customer needs

Chatbot - low-threshold digital communication with customers and digital insight into customer needs

Experiences from the first part of the project were that it was difficult for the players without their own app to communicate easily 

digitally with their guests. In the autumn of 2017, few in Norway had heard of a chatbot and inFuture and Heimat began testing this 

together through a self-made chatbot.

During 2018, chatbot will be better known and used, and various chatbot programs make it easier for companies to set up their own 

without having to program everything themselves.

In collaboration with USUS and inFuture, NSB Reiseliv set up a chatbot in the autumn of 2018, Landbot, which was made 

available from their app for travelers to Kristiansand. Through this digital communication channel, travelers had the opportunity to 

get tips and recommendations for experiences in Kristiansand.

USUS continued its expertise by assisting Hovden Alpinsenter in setting up its rule-based chatbot, which is made available to 

guests via Messenger. Based on the reports that are made available from the chatbot provider, Hovden Alpinsenter has 

opportunities to e.g. segment customers based on what they ask for. Furthermore, Hovden Alpinsenter wants to look at the 

possibility of connecting the chatbot to location data, to provide location-relevant information to guests.

During 2018, several of the other INSITE partners had also set up their own chatbot solutions, primarily made available via 

Messenger, in order to offer a simple low threshold

communication channel to its customers and guests. The chatbots relieve customer service resources by answering the most 

frequently asked questions, in addition, customers experience fast and personalized answers. Based on inquiries in the chatbot, 

companies can also gain digital insight into the type of information customers actually request from information.

NSB Reiseliv

Hovden Alpinsenter
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Stories and results from INSITE

In the Zoo, movement data, guest survey and machine learning have been used for guest 

segmentation and retargeting

Segmentation analysis in the Zoo

Guests and potential guests who visit the Zoo have very different preferences and needs, and 

it is difficult to tailor information, offers and packages so that everyone is satisfied.

Based on movement data in the park, machine learning was used for analysis to identify nine 

groups that had coincident movement patterns in the park. The results from the analysis were 

combined with responses to the guest survey to identify the groups as nine different customer 

segments, e.g. "Little Pirates", "The Lions", "The Acting Guests" and "The Bathing Nymphs".

Based on aggregated and anonymous insight into each individual customer segment, Dyreparken has 

tested retargeting on Facebook with customized sales messages for different segments. The new 

segments were used as a starting point for extracting the target group for marketing on Facebook in 

the summer of 2018. The results are good and in the Captain Sabertooth case, the cost per 

conversion with the beacon groups was 70% of

conversion costs for traditional groups.

New segments based on actual behavior and feedback give the Zoo a new insight into its 

guests. In further marketing work, the Zoo can be based on these segments rather than 

traditional segments based on place of residence, gender and age. The segments may also 

be relevant to use in the development of new concepts and attractions in the Zoo. It is also 

relevant to develop the analysis further to get even more apt segments.
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Stories and results from INSITE

Interconnection of different heterogeneous data sources has been used to create a prediction model 

for future guest numbers in the Zoo

Prediction of guest numbers in the Zoo

Background

The number of guests who come to the Zoo 

varies from day to day during the year and the 

high season. The need for staffing in the park 

varies greatly with the number of visiting guests, 

and a more guest-adapted staffing will be 

beneficial for both the guests and the Zoo's 

profitability;

More employees will be at work on days with 

many guests, which will contribute to better 

service and less queues

Fewer employees on days with fewer guests 

results in lower wage costs for the Zoo

In the project, Dyreparken wanted to test whether a 

prediction model based on various heterogeneous 

data could predict future guest numbers with a

accuracy that made it possible to plan 

short-term staffing based on.

inFuture.

The model took in and tested the significance of different 

data types:

static data (calendar data,

historical weather data and historical visitor 

numbers)

dynamic data (pre-purchased

tickets, weather forecasts and recent visitor 

numbers).

In the summer of 2018, the model was tested and it 

predicted daily upcoming guest numbers for the next 

six days.

The prediction was made available to the Zoo's middle 

managers in the form of visualized data panels. The 

prediction was not used directly in the staffing, but was 

part of the decision-making process.

the basis of daily operations.

▪

▪

▪

▪

Model development and testing

A prediction model for guest numbers was developed in 

the project together with

Result and further development of prediction in the Zoo

The figure below shows the model's forecasts (blue and green) compared to actual guest numbers (red). The 

experience from the summer of 2018 was that the model gave at least as good forecasts as estimates based 

on previous guest numbers alone. The model gets better and better, the more data points are taken in - that 

is, as you get more historical years and estimate from.

According to INSITE, the zoo will continue to work on developing and improving the model, as well as 

preparing processes for how this can be used as direct decision support in the staffing.

Using prediction as a basis for decision-making has proven to be relevant through this, and can be 

extended to other areas than guest numbers and staffing, such as

e.g. more detailed around guest streams and use of the park.
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Stories and results from INSITE
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Stories and results from INSITE

NSB Reiseliv developed and tested a common tourism concept together with Dyreparken, which 

offered «digital assistance» to customers along the way

Travel package NSB / Dyreparken with «digital assistance»

Prior to the INSITE project, NSB and Dyreparken had tested the concept with tourism packages 

consisting of train travel, accommodation and Dyreparken experience. Through customer surveys, they 

received feedback that this was a cow NSB and Dyreparken should develop further.

Under the auspices of INSITE, NSB Reiseliv made the first version of the tourism package for children and tested it 

out with three families with children, as well as an observer (who played you assistant). The following package tour 

was piloted:

1 2 3

with the package

rsafarien.

more tempting

get show in

egg

Welcome abord!

"Happily

one day

to"

4 5

Train travel

OsloS - Kr.sand

▪ Train ticket

▪ Entertainment

with Animal

park TV and

welcome pack

to the children

Bus trip to

Zoos

▪ Bus ticket from ▪ Entrance tickets ▪ Bus ticket from ▪ Train ticket

Kr.sand station 

to the Zoo 

The zoo to

to the Zoo ▪ Accommodation at Kr.sand station

with ACT 

Zoos 

with ACT

hotel

▪ Winter safari

In the zoo /

At the hotel

Bus journey from

Zoos

Train travel

Kr.sand - OsloS

Then we wish you a 

pleasant journey home!

Did you enjoy the journey from 

the Zoo to the train?

Answer with dice roll

1-6.

nik-

r fin

, men

iron

r

n on

»

"It was great to

get messages

along the way. Had

could imagine me

more hotel

information such as

breakfast times and

such »

During the trip and during the Zoo stay, the families received information about the trip, the transport 

changes and the opportunity to give feedback on experiences from a digital travel assistant. General 

feedback was that communication worked well and provided added value. NSB gained a lot of insight 

into how such packages work and what it takes to make successful packages for toddler families

Roll the bus and

info about the Zoo

1

Welcome message

3 5

Roll the dice bus

Roll the dice train and

info about bus

2 4

Info about returning home
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Stories and results from INSITE

NSB Reiseliv tested and verified technical infrastructure to be able to communicate 

with and follow customers during their journey

Digital travel assistant as a channel for additional sales and customer satisfaction through communication of attractive offers to train passengers

In this pilot, a customer journey and underlying infrastructure was built in order to be able to 

communicate with customers during the journey with relevant information.

Travelers with a ticket to Kristiansand who consented to communication and tracking of positioning 

data received offers of activities, experiences, food and transport via chatbot in the NSB App.

In the project, NSB Reiseliv has established and verified an infrastructure that makes it possible to 

communicate relevant and specific information through NSB's app to customers during the journey to a 

specific destination at a given time, as well as to analyze the customer's movements during the journey with 

NSB and cooperating actors. .

In the project, this was tested against travelers with a ticket to Kristansand. Through a digital travel assistant 

(established in collaboration with USUS), customers who agreed to it were given the opportunity to receive 

information about experiences and offers in Kristiansand. And through beacons, NSB could see which customers 

actually sought out experiences they had received information about.

NSB Reiseliv offers packages / round trips consisting of several transport stages (train, bus, boat, etc.), where 

relevant information about further transport and offers is important for the customer experience, especially for 

foreign tourists. The infrastructure is also interesting and relevant for other parts of NSB, eg to commuters for 

information in a deviation situation.

NSB Reiseliv had planned to test the type of information that actually influenced the customer's behavior 

and what experiences it sought after the train journey. Due to technical challenges related to the 

establishment of the infrastructure, as well as the introduction of the GDPR, the testing was delayed and 

not carried out in high season. The data basis for the analyzes was therefore too thin for research results 

for this concept.

Before the Journey On the train In Kristiansand

Ticket purchase Consent Physical

customer travel

begins

Push message /

Bot activated

Implement

Activity

Physical

conversion

confirmed
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Stories and results from INSITE

Heimat - "Fus i alt!"

Briefly about Heimat
Analysis of movement patterns

▪ Café and roadside inn that serves traditional home 

cooking along the road

Also offers course and conference facilities, 

accommodation, catering and overtime food

Locations: Vinje, Brokelandsheia, Lasse (Bamble)

Heimat was one of the first INSITE partners to install beacons inside 

and outside their premises. Analysis and visualization of the 

movement data gave Heimat insight into the customers' movement 

patterns inside and outside the premises. Among other things, they 

showed many potential customers outside the premises who did not 

visit the checkouts (physically

purchase funnel).

▪

▪

We joined INSITE to find out the movement 

pattern of our customers

In INSITE we have learned to drive

innovation through testing of new concepts 

and services

The insight into customers' movement patterns has resulted in 

several changes and improvements to Heimat's operations, 

including:

Changed opening hours at the hotel. The analysis showed times of 

the day that there was no need for staffing

Things are constantly changing - new technology and new 

services are evolving rapidly. You have to be constantly open 

to new ways of doing things in operations. What was decided 

six months ago is not necessarily relevant today.

We will use a lot of the 

lessons from INSITE

forwards

Changed information in the parking lots

outside the premises and changed the entrance area, which has increased 

the proportion of bus passengers who come to the restaurant

Self-service breakfast with a code lock on the door of customers 

who are outside the restaurants before opening hours

Tone Dreyer Isaksen, Heimat
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Stories and results from INSITE

Heimat - "Fus i alt!"

Use of location data for retargeting on Facebook Development of the chatbot Anna Botfjord

Heimat was an INSITE pilot in 2017 to test retargeting on 

Facebook. Based on collected movement data, a Facebook 

advertisement was marketed for four different segments, 

one of which was people who had been registered by 

beacons at Heimat's locations.

Of the INSITE partners, Heimat was one of the first to test the 

use of chatbots. Already in the autumn of 2017, the chatbot 

Anna Botfjord was developed from scratch together with 

inFuture. She

represented Heimat's visions and identity and was 

available on Skype.

The maintenance of Anna Botfjord required some manual work. 

During 2018, chatbot became a more well-known service in the 

community and there were several off-the-shelf solutions on the 

market.

The test showed that retargeting on Facebook using location 

data was profitable, but it is difficult to say how many of the 

customers came back because of the ad alone.

Anna Botfjord is not an available chatbot as of January 2019, 

but Heimat has through the project received a plan for how 

their chatbot should be when it becomes relevant to restore a 

chatbot - then as a off-the-shelf solution.

The zoo took testing of retargeting on Facebook further and 

has achieved very good results with this. In addition, they 

received gold at the Performance Awards in 2018 for using 

location data for retargeting.

SEGMENTS

1) Home visitors

2) Home geofence

3) Heimat lookalikes

4) Partner audience

(Hovden, Color Line)

In INSITE worked i.a. USUS and NSB Reiseliv continue with the 

use of chatbot, through the off-the-shelf product solution Landbot, 

for digital communication with customers. The chatbot knowledge 

of USUS has benefited several USUS partners after the NSB 

collaboration.

Heimat has not continued with the use of

location data for retargeting - mostly due to resource capacity, 

but are very happy that they have been involved in testing 

this.
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Stories and results from INSITE

Mineralparken - Guests are longer in the park

Briefly about the Mineral Park
Motion data and chatbot

In the Mineral Park, beacons were set up around the 

park to map the guests' use of the park. After each 

season, Mineralparken has analyzed the data from the 

dashboards and compared.

The movement report confirmed many of Mineralparken's 

assumptions about the use of the park and led 

Mineralparken to make the following changes before the 

2018 season:

▪ Changed staffing plan due to insight into times when 

there was a need for people at the reception

▪ Made an agenda for activities for the guests to stay 

longer in the park

In 2018, 78% of guests in the park were> 4 hours, compared to 

(25% in 2017). And the park experienced more return visitors in 

2018 than in 2017.

In addition, Mineralparken through INSITE has been inspired to 

set up its own chatbot in Messenger through the solution 

Chatfuel. It was launched before the 2018 season and has 

provided the necessary information quickly to many guests.

▪ Activity park with, among other things, a mineral exhibition and a 

climbing park

Also has restaurants and 

accommodation

Located on Evje

▪

▪

Development of the park and the company has 

always been important to us. We joined INSITE to 

gain insight into new technology that could contribute 

to this.

At joint workshops, we have received 

some inspiration from the other 

project partners.

Rebecca Sortland, Mineralparken
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Stories and results from INSITE

The small hotel - How to find the right solution for smaller players?

Briefly about The small hotel
Motion data and location-based communication

In the project, beacons were placed in the hotel's suites 

around Risør city, as well as some at other attractions in 

the city.

The analysis from the movement data showed the guests' 

usage pattern of the hotel suites and other attractions in the 

city. In addition, it was interesting to see the guest movements 

between the experience actors in the region.

Due to a low percentage of guests with the app that supported 

beacon registrations were

the data basis for the motion analysis is not sufficient to be 

able to use in further development.

In addition, the hotel wanted to communicate and present local 

information to visitors and residents of Risør. In order to be 

able to do this without the audience having to have their own 

"The little hotel" app, the hotel tested the concept Google 

Nearby in 2016.

The concept was presented to the other INSITE participants 

in a project workshop. The solution was interesting to test, but 

the technology was not the right one for Det lille hotel and 

their purpose.

▪ Offers accommodation in 17 comfortable suites with a 

maritime and romantic atmosphere in several historic 

houses in Trehusbyen (Risør)

Part of "The Historical" in Norway

Also offers food, meeting facilities,

function rooms and arranging experience

▪

▪

We joined INSITE because it sounded 

interesting to be part of testing a new 

one

technology.

Our beacons have had a limited 

number of registrations,

something that has done it

difficult to say anything concrete about the 

use of the hotel's suites and experiences in 

the city.

INSITE has given us lots of experience with location 

data and communication with guests, which we will take 

with us when we continue with Risør By AS.

downtown development with i.a. digitally supported 

experiences and communication.

David Arnesen, The small hotel
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Stories and results from INSITE

Color Line - INSITE as inspiration for the development of a new boat

Briefly about Color Line
A taste of the use of motion data

In the project, Color Line designed several user scenarios. 

To test some of the user scenarios, a number of beacons 

were placed on the ship Color Fantasy, which runs the 

Oslo-Kiel route.

The reports that were prepared based on beacon data 

showed customer behavior on board the ship, e.g. how 

guests in different cabins used the offer on board in 

different ways.

Color Line did not develop and carry out the tests on Color 

Fantasy to the same extent as planned, largely due to 

prioritization of the development of a new ship that will be 

ready by the summer of 2019.

But the ideas from INSITE related to i.a. movement 

data Color Color takes with it in the planning of the 

new ship:

▪ Efficient control of guest flows

▪ Physical shopping funnel in store

▪ Customer service through information messages

▪ Norwegian ferry company

Operates combined passenger / car ferries from Norway to 

Sweden, Denmark and Germany

Has i.a. ferry on route KristiansandHirtsals

▪

▪

Through INSITE, we have received a number of ideas for the use 

of motion data, which we have further worked on when we have 

planned the development and operation of our new ship, which 

will be ready for the high season in 2019.

Of other initiatives in INSITE, we would 

have liked to have worked more with 

prediction in the project. It is a very 

exciting area that

had been fun exploring more. 

Unfortunately we have not had

opportunity to prioritize capacity for it in 

the project.

Janniche Engum Moe, Color Line
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